Phase Angle Calculation Dynamics of Type 4 Wind Turbines in RMS Simulations during Severe Voltage Dips.
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Abstract: In order to conduct power system simulations with high shares of wind energy, standard wind turbine models, which are aimed to be generic rms models for a wide range of wind turbine types, have been developed. As a common practice of rms simulations, the power electronic interface of wind turbines is assumed to be ideally synchronized, i.e. grid synchronization (e.g. PLL) is not included in simplified wind turbine models. As will be shown in this paper, this practice causes simulation convergence problems during severe voltage dips and when the loss of synchronism occurs. In order to provide the simulation convergence without adding complexity to the generic models, a first order filtering approach is proposed as a phase angle calculation algorithm in the grid synchronization of the rms type 4 wind turbine models. The proposed approach provides robustness for the simulation of large scale power systems with high shares of wind energy.

1. Introduction

The share of wind energy in power systems has been increasing considerably for the last decade. Therefore, the need for the power system stability analysis considering wind turbines becomes critical in order to operate the power system within the limits. In the power system analysis, the wind turbines have hitherto been represented by specific models from manufacturers for the Transmission System Operators (TSOs). In order to harmonize the models and increase their availability without dealing confidentiality issues, standards are being developed by the international working groups as IEC61400-27 [1] and WECC [2].

In this paper, the focus is on the full-converter based wind turbine (WT) type, which is covered as a type 4 in the IEC standard [1]. The type 4 model of the IEC standard is a fundamental frequency (rms) positive sequence model specifically developed for the short-term power system stability analysis, such as grid voltage and frequency disturbance events. It includes capabilities such as the grid active power control loop, reactive power and voltage control loops, and the dynamic current injection capability during short-circuit faults. In accordance with the power system stability and the grid code requirements, the analysis of 3-phase (balanced) short-circuit faults has gained great importance. The WT and wind power plants (WPP) are required to inject primarily reactive current during these faults in order to support the voltage stability [3]. The IEC type 4 WT model, in the reactive power priority mode, has the capability to inject the reactive current proportional to the voltage drop and the active current using the remaining
capacity, during low voltage faults. This operating mode of primarily reactive and active current injection will be simulated and investigated within this paper for the phase angle calculation during the short-circuit faults.

Fundamental frequency (rms) models are targeted to realize large scale power system analyses as they are simplified in terms of complexity and number of modelling components and hence computationally more efficient than electromagnetic transient (EMT) models, while capturing the sufficient representation of the related dynamics. As a common practice in the rms models, the dynamics of grid synchronization is omitted, such that the converter is modelled as an ideal current source with only a first order transfer function as the representation of its response time [1], [2]. The developed rms WT models have been simulated and validated against field measurements by the WT manufacturers during grid disturbance tests, such as grid faults where the grid voltage drops down to 0.2pu [2]. However, as reported in [4]-[6], there is a physical risk of Loss of Synchronism (LOS) of the WTs during severe voltage dips, where the grid voltage at the point of connection (PoC) of a WPP drops to very low values, e.g. below 0.2 pu. During this severe drop down to very low values, the grid side converters of the WTs experience the LOS as a physical fact [4]-[6]. Since there is no valid operating point for the referenced active and reactive currents with this very low grid voltage, the WTs may lose their synchronism with the grid fundamental frequency and lose the control of active and reactive currents. Furthermore, the LOS causes power system simulations non-convergence errors for the rms simulations.

There are few studies in the literature to solve the LOS problem of the WTs. These methods are briefly reviewed here only for the sake of coherency, though solving the LOS is not the main scope of this paper. In [5], [6] and [7], a voltage dependent active current reduction method during low voltage faults is suggested to avoid LOS. Assuming that the impedance between the WT terminal and the faulted grid point around PoC, is highly inductive (high X/R ratio), it helps to avoid the LOS to reduce the active current reference as voltage goes down. In [6], a novel method of freezing the calculated phase angle when the voltage drops down to very low values is suggested. Thus, the deviation of angle and frequency is avoided artificially keeping the angle constant; in other words renouncing the grid synchronization. As a result, the active and reactive current of the WT flows in accordance with the X/R of the impedance. In [4], another novel method called PLL frequency based active current injection is proposed to solve the LOS problem in a closed loop control manner, where the active current is modified accordingly if the frequency of the WT terminal voltage is detected to deviate from rated due to the LOS. In [8], the LOS is tried to be avoided through the calculation of the phase angle at the converter connection terminals and controlling the power injection, where such an idea can be further improved using PMU data from remote locations. In addition
to these, there might be additional methods to avoid LOS and also other possible instabilities, however as mentioned above, solving the LOS is not the main focus of this paper. As it will be shown in the following sections, the above-mentioned LOS problem for the WTs appears as non-convergence errors within the rms simulations, since the network solver cannot reach any grid solution point at the end of iterations, as expected if the grid synchronization dynamics is omitted (i.e. instantaneous angle calculation or ideal synchronization). The abovementioned LOS solution methods are summarized in Table I, whereas this paper handles the non-convergence problem of the rms simulations during the LOS, for the first time in the literature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table I Comparison of LOS solutions from literature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLL frequency based active current reduction [4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage dependent active current reduction [5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active current reduction with angle freezing [6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this paper, as a solution to the simulation convergence problem in rms simulations with the conventional method mentioned above as the ideal grid synchronization, a first order low pass filter is proposed to represent the phase angle calculation for the WT’s current injection. Accordingly as discussed and presented by simulations, this solution is sufficient enough in the rms simulations for the calculation of the phase angle without any convergence errors and the clear presentation of the LOS problem. In the following section, the conventional method of instantaneous phase angle calculation (i.e. ideal grid synchronization approach) is given as a reference with a non-severe fault example, where the grid voltage drops to 30 per cent, and it is shown that the classical approach works properly with non-severe voltage dips. Accordingly, the severe short-circuit fault example with 0.1 per cent remaining voltage, which causes the LOS and convergence problems is presented in the second section. The proposed first order low pass filter approach and its effect on the simulation convergence are introduced in the third section and the proposed solution is compared with a PI based PLL method. The results are summarized and discussed in the fourth section with further suggestions to system operators and power system tool developers.
2. Instantaneous Angle Calculation In RMS Models

In power system analysis, within the rms simulations the terminal voltage phase angle of the grid-connected converter (in this case the WT grid side converter) is calculated directly from the WT terminal voltage phasor available as below.

\[
\cos \phi_i = \frac{\text{Re}(u)}{|u|} \quad \text{and} \quad \sin \phi_i = \frac{\text{Im}(u)}{|u|}
\]  

where \( u \) is the terminal voltage of the WT terminal and \( \phi \) is the calculated voltage phase angle (positive sequence). This phase angle is calculated using the common (grid) reference frame from the voltage phasor representation (re-im axes) as stated above. This approach, which is not making use of any grid synchronization algorithm and calculating the actual phase angle without a delay, is named as ‘instantaneous angle calculation’ in this study. Furthermore, in the converter model [1], the reference currents (\( I_{dref} \) and \( I_{qref} \) in the control (\( d-q \)) reference frame) are converted and injected as real and imaginary currents (\( I_{re} \) and \( I_{im} \)) to the grid using this calculated phase angle.

A test network, which is shown in Figure 1, is used for the simulation studies in this paper. The WPP is aggregated as a single WT model and connected to a Thevenin equivalent grid composed of a WT transformer (between Bus5-Bus4), a collector system, a WPP transformer (between Bus3-Bus2) and connection lines of the WPP (between Bus2-Bus1). The collector system which is the MV feeders of the WPP is also aggregated as a single cable (between Bus4-Bus3) as shown in Figure 1. Simulations in this and the following sections are conducted using DlgsILENT PowerFactory simulation software. The details of this network model are provided in Table A-I in the appendix. It is worth noting that the X/R ratio for the total impedance between the WT terminal (Bus5) and the PoC (Bus2) is around 11.

![Fig. 1. The test network for the fault cases.](image)

2.1. Performance of Instantaneous Angle Calculation during Non-Severe Voltage Dips

In order to present the performance of the instantaneous angle calculation method as a reference, a non-severe fault is created at the line between Bus 2 and Bus 6. The remaining voltage at the PoC is 30 per cent (Figure 2-a), and due to the low voltage (as regards the grid code [3]) the reactive current (\( I_q \)
reference increases to 1 pu and the active current \( (I_d) \) reference, which is 1 pu before the fault, decreases down to 0.45 pu during the fault as observed in Figure 2-b and 2-c.

![Fig. 2. Non-severe (VPoC=30%) fault (a) VPoC [pu] (b) active current \((I_d)\) reference (solid gray) and actual (dotted black) [pu] (c) reactive current \((I_q)\) reference (solid gray) and actual (dotted black) [pu] (d) WT terminal voltage angle [degrees].](image)

The terminal phase angle in Figure 2-d, which is instantaneously calculated by the network solver, is also used by the converter during current injection. Hence the active and reactive current references are ideally realized without any error as observed in Figure 2-b and 2-c. As presented in the figures the rms simulations with the conventional method of the instantaneous angle calculation perform sufficiently during non-severe faults. The severe voltage dips, which cause the LOS and convergence problems, are investigated in the following sub-section.
2.2. Convergence Problem during Severe Voltage Dips

As stated in the grid codes [3], as similar to conventional power plants, WPPs are also requested to withstand solid faults with 0 per cent remaining voltage at their connection points. A solid short-circuit fault at the line between Bus 2 and Bus 6, and very close to the Bus 2 end is simulated, where the PoC voltage drops down to 0.1 per cent. The WPP is referenced to inject 1pu reactive current and 0.45pu active current (remaining capacity) during the fault, as observed in Figure 3-b and 3-c.

Due to the LOS occurrence, the active and reactive current references cannot be realized. Uncontrolled high currents flow and the simulation results in no convergence error since there is no valid operating point for these references. The phase angle is calculated erroneously, hence the injected currents ($I_d$ and $I_q$ which are based on the incorrect phase angle) are not composed of the referenced active and reactive components. Accordingly, the voltage magnitude and phase angle at WT terminal, which are calculated at each simulation step by the network solver, cannot flow the reference currents correctly to the PoC. There is no network solution due to the LOS, and furthermore the impact of the instantaneous angle calculation on the simulation is the no convergence errors. Moreover, the LOS occurs when the WT is referenced to inject inconvenient active and reactive currents, which cannot be transferred to the faulted (very low voltage) grid through the impedance between the WT and the PoC [4]-[6]. As a result of non-transferrable current references and the instantaneous angle calculation, the network solver of the rms simulation cannot converge to a valid operating point and produces convergence errors, which perturb the simulation.

As shown by simulations in [6] and also by experiments in [4], for the WT converters employing a (PI-based) PLL algorithm, the LOS during very low voltage faults causes the PLL to become unstable and consequently substantial frequency deviation and angle slippage are observed. However as observed here, for the rms simulation, where the PLL is not modelled, the LOS causes the simulation non-convergence problem, since the solver cannot reach any quasi steady-state operating point at the end of each iteration, as expected. In order to avoid ambiguity, it should be noted that the abovementioned LOS and non-convergence problems are also observed as the same within the simulations using the Eurostag software.

Considering the large-scale simulations, for instance the Pan-European power system, the described non-convergence problem of the WPPs would result in serious difficulties in terms of robustness and performance of the simulations. Hence, to avoid the non-convergence problem the first order low-pass filter (LPF) based angle calculation solution is proposed in the following section.
3. Proposed LPF Based Angle Calculation

As given in the second section, the method of instantaneous angle calculation works as an ideal grid synchronization algorithm via the calculation of the phase angle directly from the WT terminal voltage phasor. As shown in the previous section, with the ideal instantaneous angle calculation, the rms simulation generates non-convergence errors when the non-transferrable current references are tried to be injected during very low voltage faults. However, in real WT converter implementation, grid synchronization algorithms (e.g. PI based PLL or first order filter) are employed, which introduce delays and hence non-ideal responses [9]. These grid synchronization algorithms generally have time constants

![Figure 3](https://example.com/figure3)

**Fig. 3.** (LOS and convergence problems) during severe ($V_{Poc} = 0.1\%$) fault. (a) $V_{Poc}$ [pu] (b) active current $I_d$ reference (solid gray) and actual (dotted black) [pu] (c) reactive current $I_q$ reference (solid gray) and actual (dotted black) [pu] (d) WT terminal voltage angle (wrap between ±180 [degrees]).
lower than 1 msec. However, these time constants cannot be implemented to represent the grid synchronization dynamics in the rms simulations where the integration time step is limited to ¼ of the fundamental cycle (i.e. 5 msec) [1]. In order to represent the grid synchronization dynamics in a realistic way and without adding complexity, a LPF is proposed as an angle calculation method, as shown in Figure 4. The phase angle is measured at the WT terminal, filtered by the first order LPF, and then $\cos\phi$ and $\sin\phi$ signals are sent to the reference frame rotation as inputs. The proposed LPF filter introduces a time delay for the angle calculation; hence the grid synchronization response for current injection is dynamically slowed down and is not ideal anymore. As it can be seen later in this section, with the use of the LPF, the simulation non-convergence problem is overcome; however the LOS still exists, as expected. Due to the LOS, the current references are determined by the X/R ratio of the impedance between the WT and the fault location, as explained in [4] and [6], and the frequency and angle deviations are observed. It should be noted that the proposed LPF provides simulation convergence, without focusing on solving the LOS problem.

![Fig. 4. The proposed first order Low-Pass Filter (LPF) based angle calculation solution to avoid simulation non-convergence problem.](image)

The proposed LPF also stands as a generic grid synchronization method, as having the characteristics of an arctangent and filtering based synchronization method [9]. In comparison to a higher order grid synchronization method, such as a PI based PLL, the proposed LPF method is computationally feasible for the rms simulations. For instance while the PI based synchronous frame PLL requires tuning of PI parameters, saturation limits, and anti-windup mechanisms [10] - [11], the LPF requires tuning of only one single parameter, the filter time constant $T_p$. Comparison of the proposed LPF dynamics against a PI-based PLL method during a generic phase jump is shown in Figure 5. As seen in Figure 5, the LPF provides a good approximation for the dynamics of the PI-based PLL, solving the non-convergence problem during very low voltage faults (Figure 6), without adding significant complexity. As reported in [4] and [6], the steady-state phase angle error occurs during the LOS causing fault, while the error here helps the simulation solver to reach convergence but without realizing the references, as they are non-transferrable.
Fig. 5. Comparison of angle tracking dynamics for a generic phase jump case; terminal actual phase angle (solid gray), PLL calculated angle (dashed gray), LPF calculated angle (dotted black) [degrees].

In Figure 6, results during the severe voltage dip, which causes LOS, are given both for the proposed LPF based solution and PI-based PLL implementation. In Figure 6, the response of the WT with the proposed LPF is a good approximation of the PI-based PLL, with less complexity. As observed in Figure 6-b and 6-c, since the PoC voltage is very low (0.1 per cent) and the WT terminal voltage magnitude is 0.18 pu, the actual active and reactive currents are determined by the \( X/R \) ratio of the impedance (between the WT terminal and the PoC). Regardless of the current references (output of the WT FRT control), the actual active current is 0.1pu and the actual reactive current is 1.09pu during the fault; such that the \( I_q/I_d \) ratio (10.9) is consistent with the \( X/R \) ratio of the impedance between the WT terminal and the fault location.

Due to the LOS, the steady-state phase angle error occurs, which causes the frequency deviation and hence phase angle slippage as in Figure 6-d. It should be noted that the LOS occurs as in Figure 3 but without the simulation non-convergence errors in this case. The response time of both methods improves the convergence and helps the network solver. The calculated phase angle in Figure 6 has more realistic dynamics than the instantaneous calculation. Nevertheless, it is valuable that with the LPF method; it is still possible to observe that the frequency is deviating, phase angle at WT terminals occurs to run asynchronously against the grid voltage phasor, and current control is lost (active and reactive current references are not realized exactly). Hence, the solutions for LOS can be implemented further by the model developers and manufacturers using the LPF solution.

The three main benefits of the LPF method can be summarized as; simulation convergence for very low voltage faults (even for 0 per cent faults at PoC), representation of grid synchronization dynamics with minimum additional complexity, and possibility to observe the LOS occurrence, which gives the inputs to solve it separately.
Fig. 6. Simulation results with a PI-based PLL method and the proposed LPF method, during a severe fault (V_poc=0.1%) (a) V_poc [pu] (b) active current (I_d) reference (solid gray), actual in PLL case (dashed gray) and actual in LPF case (dotted black) [pu] (c) reactive current (I_q) reference (solid gray), actual in PLL case (dashed gray) and actual in LPF case (dotted black) [pu] (d) WT terminal voltage angle (wrap between ±180) in PLL case (dashed gray) and in LPF case (dotted black) [degrees].

As seen in Figure 5, the LPF based angle calculation causes a delay in the phase angle tracking dynamics, which can impair the dynamic performance of WT's active and reactive current injection, also during the non-faulty steady-state conditions. This delay can influence response of the WT within its fundamental control loops, e.g. voltage control. It should be noted that the delay and hence its impact can be minimized by reducing the time constant of the LPF, however this would need a smaller simulation step size (e.g. less than 1ms), compromising the simulation time of large power systems. Considering the suggested minimum integration step size of 5ms for the rms simulations, the delay caused by the LPF
cannot be decreased below 10ms [1]. In order to avoid the impact of the LPF during non-faulty steady-state conditions, a triggering mechanism is implemented, which activates the LPF only when there is a severe voltage dip, in other words only when there is a risk of LOS and the simulation non-convergence. As presented in Figure 7, the WT terminal voltage phasor angle is filtered only when the WT terminal voltage magnitude drops below a threshold value, \( u_{th} \) which can be set as 0.4pu. Moreover, employing the triggering mechanism also allows using a larger time constant (e.g. 100ms) for the LPF filter such that the deviation of angle during LOS is further slowed down and more stable simulation is obtained. The results of the proposed LPF based angle calculation with the threshold triggering function are given in Figure 8.

![Figure 7](image.png)

**Fig. 7.** The proposed first order LPF based angle calculation with the threshold triggering function to avoid simulation non-convergence problem during severe faults.

The overshoots of active and reactive currents in Figure 6 immediately after the fault clearance are avoided by the threshold triggering function (Figure 7), as seen in Figure 8. The proposed triggering function performs adequately during the post-fault period for rms simulations, since the model switches to ideal instantaneous phase angle calculation immediately when the voltage recovers with fault clearance.

The proposed LPF method provides robustness for rms simulations whenever a coordinate transformation is performed. The proposed LPF model as a phase angle calculation method is proposed to be used within rms simulation of not only type 4 WT models of IEC61400-27-1 but also other type 4 models of other developers [2], type 3 (DFIG-based) models in [1], and for models of other current-controlled converter-based grid-connected units (e.g. STATCOM and HVDC).
4. Results & Discussion

The proposed LPF method solves the rms simulation non-convergence problem arising due to the LOS during very low voltage faults. With the implementation of the LPF method, the simulation results in Figure 6 and Figure 8 have better convergence performance and can present the LOS occurrence more clearly compared to Figure 3. Therefore, the LPF based phase angle calculation method provides simulation stability during the LOS and can be included within the WT modelling standards [1]. Additionally, the calculated phase angle dynamics represent a realistic behaviour which allows the developers to implement and present their specific solutions for the LOS problem to the system operators.
In order to avoid the LOS occurrence (i.e. not a solution to the problem) in WPP integration studies, it might be considered to conduct short-circuit fault studies where the PoC voltage of the WPPs are not reduced down to very low voltage values (i.e. above 0.2pu). However, in this case the analysis of severe voltage faults (e.g. a solid three-phase fault), which are required by the grid codes today [3], are compromised which might need further discussions on necessity of these fault tests for WPPs. In [4] and [5], it is shown that if the remaining PoC voltage larger than the magnitude of the impedance between the WT terminal and the WPP PoC in per unit, the LOS occurrence can be avoided. Hence, the fault studies with a fault impedance or using a remote fault location from the PoC can be considered as a suggestion to the system operators for the future grid codes.

As an alternative to the proposed LPF solution, a high order grid synchronization method (e.g. PI-based PLL) can still be implemented to avoid non-convergence problems, but compromising the simplicity of the rms simulation compared to the LPF method. Moreover, tuning of PLL is critical in terms of the low-frequency large signal instability of the converters, which are connected to weak grids (i.e. high impedance connection) [12]. The proposed LPF as a grid synchronization has the potential to be used for power system stability analysis of the weak grid (high impedance) connections of WTs, which stands as a future work.

In accordance with the increasing share of WPPs in the power system, WPPs are involved in provision of ancillary services, such as power oscillation damping control. In case of a converter simulation with current control along with grid synchronization, small-signal stability analysis should be conducted to tune the controllers properly and to observe impact of the grid synchronization dynamics on the electromechanical oscillations with such ancillary services from the WPPs.

5. Conclusion

Owing to the large share of wind power in power systems of certain countries, especially in Europe, the need of power system analysis with WPPs arises. WT and WPP models have been developed by the academia and WT manufacturers, which are chosen as rms models in order to provide computational simplicity and speed, considering large-scale simulations. Additionally, standards for the developed WT and WPP models have been developed by IEC and WECC working groups. As a common requirement of the grid codes, the developed models are utilized for short term voltage stability and fault ride-through studies. The conventional method of instantaneous phase angle calculation, i.e. ideal grid synchronization, performs well with moderately low voltage faults. However, it is shown that the physical fact of the LOS of WT converters during severe voltage dips is observed to cause simulation non-convergence problems with the instantaneous angle calculation method in rms simulations.
In this paper, a first order low-pass filter (LPF) is proposed as angle calculation method in converter-based WTs in order to solve the non-convergence errors during severe voltage faults. The proposed LPF method is shown in order to solve the non-convergence errors even for solid faults (i.e. a zero impedance three-phase fault). Additionally, implementing a threshold triggering function to activate the LPF based calculation only during severe voltage dips avoided any possible impairment during healthy steady-state operations. Moreover, the frequency deviation due to the LOS problem, which needs to be solved with additional control methods, is shown to be represented with the LPF method. Hence, the proposed LPF method gives the possibility to detect if the WPP experiences the LOS and hence to solve it.

The recently published IEC 61400-27-1 wind turbines electrical simulation models standard [1] has adopted the proposed idea of utilizing a first order low-pass filter as phase angle calculation in rms simulations, which helps to obtain robust simulations, especially when a large scale (e.g. Pan-European) power system with high share of wind power is simulated and analysed.
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8. Appendix

Table A-1 Test Network Data (Figure 1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Base Power</td>
<td>100 [MVA]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid Voltage</td>
<td>230 [kV]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WPP PoC Voltage</td>
<td>34.5 [kV]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WT Terminal Voltage</td>
<td>0.6 [kV]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WT Transformer</td>
<td>j0.05 [pu]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collector equivalent</td>
<td>0.015+j0.025 [pu]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WPP Transformer</td>
<td>j0.1 [pu]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line 2-1</td>
<td>0.01+j0.1 [pu]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line 2-6</td>
<td>0.005+j0.05 [pu]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line 6-1</td>
<td>0.005+j0.05 [pu]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fault Impedance</td>
<td>j10 [Ω]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>